
 

 
 

June 10, 2024 

 

To, 

BSE Limited 

Corporate Relationship Department, 

Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers 

Dalal Street, 

Mumbai-400001. 
 

Scrip Code: 543284 

Symbol: EKI 

 
 

Sub: EKI Energy Services Limited’ Associate World of Circular Economy (WOCE) Empowers 

Climate Action with AI. 

Dear Sir(s),  

EKI Energy Services Limited (‘EKIESL’ or ‘the Company’) hereby update that WOCE 

Solutions Private Limited, associate company of EKIESL has launched an innovative AI-

powered platform 'esgpro.ai', designed to empower domestic and foreign companies in 

navigating environmental, social, and governance (ESG) compliance and reporting. This 

cutting-edge platform offers a comprehensive suite of features, including an ESG dashboard, 

reporting tools aligned with global frameworks like TCFD (Task Force on Climate-Related 

Financial Disclosures), CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project), and SASB (Sustainability 

Accounting Standards Board), and a decarbonization roadmap development for companies. 

esgpro.ai is a timely solution that aligns with the world's growing commitment to sustainability 

and ESG compliance, especially in India. This launch positions WOCE as a game-changer for 

businesses seeking to navigate the evolving sustainability landscape. 

Further details are highlighted in the annexure below. 

The above information will also be made available on the website of the Company: 

www.enkingint.org. 

We request you to kindly take this information on record.  

Thanking you 
 

Yours Faithfully 
 

For EKI Energy Services Limited 
 

 

 

Itisha Sahu 

Company Secretary & Compliance officer  
 

Encl: a/a 
 

 

http://www.enkingint.org/


 

Annexure  

 

About esgpro.ai 

esgpro.ai is an AI-powered platform launched by World of Circular Economy (WOCE) to aid 

companies in environmental, social, and governance (ESG) compliance and reporting. This 

innovative tool simplifies complex reporting frameworks such as GRI, BRSR, TCFD, CDP, 

and SASB, making it easier for businesses to meet regulatory requirements. Leveraging 

advanced AI, esgpro.ai provides insightful compliance solutions and includes a comprehensive 

decarbonization roadmap to help companies reduce their carbon footprint. WOCE, a Delhi-

based startup, supports diverse sectors like logistics, manufacturing, travel, and hospitality, and 

is expanding into the MENA region. With esgpro.ai, businesses can seamlessly integrate ESG 

principles, ensuring regulatory compliance and creating long-term value. 

 

About World of Circular Economy (WOCE) 

WOCE Solutions Pvt. Ltd. is a Delhi-based startup on a mission to build a more sustainable 

future for all, with a mission to enable businesses, organizations, and individuals to solve 

sustainability challenges and realize competitive advantage and impact at scale towards Net 

Zero 2070. Founded in May 2022, the company offers a blend of consulting (WOCE 

Consulting) and technology (WOCE LABS) solutions that include defining sustainability 

strategy and roadmaps and regulatory compliance solutions, sustainability education and 

training, as well as a platform and product suite for sustainability measurement (scope 1, 2, and 

3 emissions reporting), analytics, and performance tracking. WOCE also provides services 

related to regulatory reporting and compliance for GHG, GRI, TCFD, CDP, SECR, and other 

standards. Through its comprehensive solutions, WOCE is committed to building a more 

sustainable future for all. 
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